Hope
&
Bryan
Hobbies & Interests

Hope: Baking, reading,
Crossfit, hiking, long walks
Bryan: Sports, playing soccer,
disc golf, traveling, gardening

Our Story

Occupation

Hope: Project Manager at an
Advertising company
Bryan: Customs and Border
Protection Officer

Bryan and Hope met in the summer of 2005. Bryan
was playing soccer with Hope’s best friend. Bryan’s
ability to make Hope laugh and make her feel comfortable
was one of the main attractions for her. Bryan was
attracted to Hope’s beauty and her down-to-earth, outgoing
personality. One day, Hope planned a dinner and told Bryan everyone
was coming; but, in reality, only Bryan was invited. We can appear to be complete opposites
but together we balance each other out. Bryan is calm and collected under pressure and
Hope is organized and well planned for anything life throws our way.

Education

What Brought Us to Adoption

Hope: Wayne State University
Bryan: Schoolcraft Community
College

Religion or Belief System
Catholic

Pets

Cat & Dog

After six years of trying to conceive, we started to have the conversation about possibly
living a life without children. However, we felt the overwhelming desire to be parents was
something God had put in our hearts and couldn’t be ignored. That strong desire is one of
the main reasons we’ve been moved to adopt. We know we will be great parents and we
know that we could offer a child a happy home with love, support and encouragement. This
road has been bumpy but as a couple we have grown so much and we make an amazing
team!

Our Hopes, Open Adoption & Relationship with Birth Family

We are looking to grow our family through this adoption process. We have so much space
in our hearts and we are more than ready to be parents and begin our life as a family. We
believe open adoption is a great opportunity for everyone involved. It allows the child to
have a connection to their biological relatives. It allows the birth family to have a sense of
security knowing that their child is loved and cared for and it allows us the opportunity to be
parents and share their love.

These individuals have met all requirements of the State of Michigan and Catholic Social Services of
Washtenaw County to become adoptive parents, may fit your situation and are waiting to welcome
a child into their home. If you would like more information about this family, please contact:

Emily Miller | 734.971.9781, ext. 412 | emiller@csswashtenaw.org
Julie Payne | 734.971.9781, ext. 321 | jpayne@csswashtenaw.org

